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Innovative coverage for Artificial Intelligence solutions

It is a recurring concern when using AI: Does the algorithm deliver on its promises? 
Even in dynamic environments? 

Like commercial providers of AI, corporates can now also insure the performance of their  
self-developed AI solutions within their organisations.

With aiSelf™ you can implement your self-developed AI solution with confidence and convince 
your decision makers about its reliability and financial benefit. This new cover enables you to  
mitigate the underperformance, unreliability and drift of machine learning models.

aiSelf™
Insure the performance of your Artificial Intelligence solutions

How does aiSelf™ work?

The AI solution’s performance is insured. 
If it underperforms, the insured company’s loss is indemnified by Munich Re.

Munich Re

A company builds and uses AI alon g 
the value creation of their products  
or services.

Underperformance of the AI can cause  
a consequential loss in many ways.

Munich Re insures the company specifically 
against those risks.

AI adopter

Insurance
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Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft (Munich  
Reinsurance Company) is a reinsurance  company organised 
under the laws of Germany. In some  countries, including in 
the United States, Munich Reinsurance Company holds the 
status of an unauthorised reinsurer. Policies are underwritten 
by Munich Reinsurance Company or its affiliated  insurance 
and reinsurance subsidiaries. Certain  coverages are not 
available in all juris dictions.
 
Any description in this document is for general information 
purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy any product.

Curious?  
Get in touch with us right away! 

 

Learn more:  
www.munichre.com/aiself

aiSelf™ – Your benefits at a glance:

Protection against sudden underperformance  
of your AI models

Increase the acceptance of the 
novel technologies at board level

Solidify confidence in the financial benefit  
of your AI performance 

Drive time-efficient implementation  
of your solution 

Tailored product
aiSelf™ is designed to address the KPIs 

of the AI most important to you.

Technical expertise
Profit from our global team’s  
risk assessment expertise.

Structured process
We offer a rapid co-creation process  

which aligns with your timelines to secure  
a smooth implementation of your AI solution.

Reliable partnership
With Munich Re as a partner your AI model  

is covered by a financially stable 
AA- rated global player.

Four reasons you should talk to us


